Student Name: ______________________________  Class: _______________________  Date: _________________

Before watching the *Becoming Locavores* video, or exploring the website, review these questions and look for answers during the video.

1. What is a locavore and how would their refrigerator differ from the average person?

2. Why should a person who is interested in becoming a hunter take a hunter safety education course?

3. What are the four main rules that hunters follow to stay safe in the field?

4. Why is it important that hunters review and follow hunting laws?
5. What are some positive impacts that hunters and locavores can have on families and the environment?

6. How would you become a locavore? Write a brief “plan of action” for yourself.

Consider including:

- The wild game you would include in your diet
- How you would study hunter safety
- Attend a hunter field day
- Firearm safety rules
- Hunting laws you must follow
- Your code of ethics
- Benefits to your family
- Benefits to the environment